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(+1)9512899511 - http://kazamazagrill.com/

A comprehensive menu of Kaza Maza Mediterranean And Catering from Riverside covering all 16 meals and
drinks can be found here on the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact

details provided on the website. What Andy Gabra likes about Kaza Maza Mediterranean And Catering:
We really enjoyed the Mediterranean food in Kazza Mazza, everything was perfect, we were greeted by a very
nice and friendly staff, the indoors area is more suitable for kids and the outdoors area is mainly for Hookah, we
don’t smoke so we sat in the indoors area, some nice eastern music and the food varieties and prices are very
good, we tried the batata harra (spicy potato cubes) which was perfect, and the beef sha... read more. Whether

it's a delicious flatbread with a hearty garlic sauce or crispy falafel, the enjoyment of the cuisines from the Middle
East almost feels like being on a vacation - topped off with a crispy, sweet baklava, you'll head home satisfied,

Furthermore, the visitors of the establishment enjoy the extensive variety of the differing coffee and tea
specialities that the restaurant has available. Furthermore, there are easily digestible Mediterranean meals

available, but also the Greek dishes are well received by the guests of the restaurant.
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Appet�er�
KEBAB

Falafe�
FALAFEL SANDWICH

Arabisch� Sp�ialitäte�
FALAFELS

Coffe�
COFFEE

Salad� an� Sid� Order�
PITA BREAD

Condiment� an� Sauce�
HUMMUS

Restauran� Categor�
MEDITERRANEAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PANINI

LAMB

SALAD

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

MEAT

BEEF

RICE

POTATOES

CHEESE
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